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Greetings all: 
 
This CRNM sponsored workshop is a good time to reflect on where we are and where we may be 
going in our creative industries. Already, a few of my friends and colleagues have expressed their 
views on industry trends and the state of policy and business in the Caribbean and their insights 
have been penetrating and refreshing.  I look forward to the rest.  Thank you Ramesh and the 
CRNM for seeing the value of assembling a forum of industry practitioners from creators to 
professionals to venture capitalists to begin these crucial discussions on culture and trade. An 
even bigger thank you to my sistren and brethren from around the region for agreeing to be a part 
of these deliberations. Your presence for the most part assures me that this won’t be just another 
talk shop. 
 
While I’ve been asked to focus on the audio-visual sector, it is important to underscore what in 
my view is THE most fundamental lynchpin that must at all times hold together our deliberations 
about the opportunities and threats in the WTO and other trade forums. We must nurture, 
respect and embrace our cultural wealth and begin to believe in ourselves and the things 
that we create as having real value. Without this belief in the creators and entrepreneurs of our 
intellectual property, we are fooling ourselves that our creative industries hold any real promise 
for wealth creation. No amount of talk about ICT’s or trade talks to optimise external markets 
will make an iota of difference if we believe in a 50 cent or Billy Joel version made in the 
Caribbean as our ticket to success. 
 
Although he is not here in person, I’d like to commend the wisdom and commitment of one of 
our own international superstars Eddy Grant, my good friend and colleague who created a 
concept called Ringbang.  In his own words: “ I recognised the degree to which the people of the 
Caribbean, in particular the youth, had become culturally dependent on other states, so I 
introduced an original word, philosophy and music to the world…Ringbang. The simple tenets 
of which are:   
 

 We must learn to LOVE OURSELVES FIRST 
 We must LOVE THE THINGS WE MAKE OR CREATE 
 We must BUY THE THINGS WE MAKE OR CREATE.” 

 
Our uniqueness may give us a distinctive edge but it is our belief in ourselves that will ensure our 
survival and that of future generations.  
 
Having said that, it seems to be the right juncture to make reference to the current international 
debate around cultural diversity.  Although she was not able to join us for this workshop, in a 
recent document on Economic Integration and Cultural Diversity authored by economist 
Zeljka Kozul-Wright of UNCTAD she states: 
 

 “There is a new enthusiasm for looking at human capital, and at cultural and social 
assets and for seeing development - cultural, political, and social - as a means of trade rather 
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than trade as a means of development.  Nations are just as much cultural communities as they 
are economic and political. Accordingly, it seems reasonable to ask whether and to what extent 
the growing speed and intensity of economic integration has produced a process of cultural 
homogenization and reduced the scope of the nation state, particularly in developing countries, to 
determine cultural identities and to achieve their cultural policy objectives. On one level, 
economic integration appears to have dominated cultural integration, with a consequent blurring 
or fusing of the commercial and cultural spheres. Here strong homogenisation pressures seem to 
prevail.” 

 
“On the other hand, many of the same technological and economic forces driving 

globalisation have unleashed new means of expression and symbolic representation or helped 
strengthen the weight of existing cultural activities. This has already helped create new sectors of 
wealth and employment creation in the advanced countries, as well as redefining the ingredients 
of wider economic success to include creative expression. In this process diversity rather than 
homogenisation appears to characterise both cultural vitality and economic success.  
 
More on the point of cultural diversity, Kozul-Wright says: 
 

“Cultural diversity identifies a variety and richness of communities with distinct systems 
of norms, beliefs, practices, and values. But it also provides the context and a framework to 
address issues of equitable inclusion of diverse cultural traditions, including economic traditions, 
in both national and global institutions (Early, J., 2002).  As such it is a working concept used by 
policy makers to protect and promote their domestic culture expression and content even as these 
cultures open up to external influences. This is well recognised by the international community 
already, specifically at UNESCO.” 
 
Many of us seem not to have the time, means or interest in following these developments but 
invariably our officials and governments become signatories to these instruments. I’d like 
therefore to urge you to read the UNESCO Draft Convention on Cultural Diversity and can 
recommend some sites where there are on-going healthy debates about how this lines up with 
trade rules in the GATS and the WTO.  We have to become more informed and engaged in these 
issues. 
 
Now on to some reflections on the audio-visual sector.  When we think media, we think 
information, we think entertainment, we think news.  But there can be no doubt a whole new 
revolution has taken place…..the new information society is smack bang upon us and it’s 
development is being defined and fuelled by the rapid technological changes dominated by the 
North. This technological revolution is transforming the information industries and the world, as 
we once knew it. The nature and speed of convergence of these technologies has been mounting 
in recent years with the emergence of the Internet and with the increasing capability of existing 
networks to carry both telecommunications and broadcasting services.  I’ll speak to these in a 
little while but the real issue is, what is going to happen to us in this region?  Is the Caribbean 
ready for the information society? Have we grasped that our tardiness in re-engineering our 
education and enterprise policies will accelerate further our woes brought on by globalisation and 
the death of trade in traditional sectors?   
 
Without real and sustained support NOW for our creativity and innovation, our chances of 
economic and cultural survival are like that of ‘a cent shave-ice in hot sun.’   These are indeed 
very serious times with serious challenges being posed for artists, policy-makers, citizens and all 
of us here in this room.  Convergence of the telecommunications, media and information 
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technology sectors impacts not only our cultural goods or creative industries but also the very 
survival of Caribbean civilisation.  
 
In more general terms, the domination of the media environment in the developing regions of the 
world by global corporations and their strategic local partners has accelerated since the 1980’s.  
This domination is facilitated by ideologies like globalisation and the free-flow of information 
(the neoliberal model) and the information and communication technologies.  There are myriad 
consequences of this reality, most of them detrimental to the Caribbean. The "MacDonaldisation 
of culture" and “cultural homogenisation” captures aspects of this reality.  The result is a crisis of 
expression that has relegated Caribbean culture, history and development to it’s grave almost.   
 
In this new age of branded entertainment even serious content like news and information is being 
impacted by the market place. The US networks’ coverage of 9/11 and the War in Iraq are 
examples of this trend.  While we’ve been busy dismantling or selling what was once our ‘state-
owned media’ and deregulating the media sector in keeping with the ‘market place’ philosophy, 
many ‘first world’ nation states and regional groupings have enacted laws and regulations (even 
in recent times) to provide their broadcasters and other stake-holders with capacity and 
opportunities to resist this domination. One could argue that with over 60 odd TV channels 
including 5 local ones and 30 radio stations in T&T, we have lots of choice. But do we really?  
The real question is whose information (a.k.a. content) are they disseminating? As one of our 
leading local stand-up comics Sprangalang would say,  “check yuh contents!” 
 
More on the business side of media, the past decade's wave of media mergers has produced a 
complex web of business relationships that now defines global media and popular culture.  It is 
no accident that there is convergence between media, entertainment and technology businesses.  
This ensures that a few corporations have the massive opportunity to cross promote and sell talent 
and products among different companies owned by the same powerful parent corporations.  
While I could not find the author to credit (I’m sure it is somewhere in my saved resources) I’d 
like to take the liberty of sharing an excerpt from an article that takes a critical look at media 
consolidation in the US called  ‘Free TV swallowed by Media Giants; The Way it really is’ 
published in September, 2003:  

  
“Over 85% of Americans no longer access their TV over-the-air.  They get it from cable 
and satellite.  It is clear from the facts that free TV and pay TV are completely 
intertwined.  A handful of five corporations own and control the vast majority of both.  
Together, the five companies control about a 75% share of prime time viewing, not 
including additional cable channels for new services, and potential multi-heir non 
consolidated partnerships like A&E, Court TV and Comedy Central.”i Networks are very 
profitable and their parent corporations own huge pay TV operations that are based on 
policies for broadcasting-worth many billions. Their fortunes have already been assured 
by federal policies that provide them with guaranteed cable channel carriage for the 
stations; additional cable channels for new services, and potential multi-billion payments 
for carriage of their digital TV services.”    
 

One example cited was a series of corporate moves that resulted in the General Electric-NBC-
Vivendi-Universal merger.  The author pointed out that without safeguards to competition, this 
corporate creature very easily will be able to secure cable channels to deliver interactive 
multimedia content – text, sound and images – to digital TVs, home computers, personal video 
recorders and portable wireless devices like cell phones. He contended that this would kill 
diversity and choice for the average American viewer. The article continued: 
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“Since these companies own the shows they air, they also reap the syndication back end--
the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. Almost immediately, they earn back the cost of 
these shows by repurposing them on their cable networks, from which they get 
advertising revenue.  Further, they are selling DVDs and tapes of these same shows. In 
short, the idea that the broadcast networks rely solely on “one source, advertising,”ii is 
simply wrong.  Making the networks richer and stronger will not save free TV, it will only 
strengthen the networks to control the flow of programming into the video marketplace.  
It will certainly not strengthen independent production.”  
 
 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As this beat of convergence goes on, the communications and entertainment ‘big fish’ are able to 
determine the quality, quantity and pricing of cultural products and services in the market place. 
The recent merger of Sony/BMG (currently being challenged by IMPALA and the European 
independents) means that four major companies now control over 80% of the world music market 
with the richest countries possessing the lion’s share of the music publishing industry: the USA 
with 29%, Japan and Germany 12% each, the UK 10% and France 9%.  This has real implications 
for the survival of our homegrown record, publishing and media companies and their ability to 
compete fairly in the global marketplace. (Give the examples of the majors and the negative 
impact on Jamaican music scene in the early 90’s, Machel Montano’s experience with Atlantic 
and details of the recent deal with Kevin Little and Atlantic and what happened to Eddy Grant’s 
Ice Records in the fray).   
 
If we don’t already know it, the reality is that the media industry like the recording, publishing 
and other creative industries are dominated overwhelmingly by enterprises of the developed 
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world. These media/entertainment giants with their long tentacles and deep pockets are able to 
corner and saturate the market and the airwaves with products they want us to consume. For us in 
the Caribbean, more media has meant less diversity, less choice and in most instances even less 
local content.  It has led also to less creativity as artists and producers mimic the dominant pop 
idol approach as the way to make it big. 
 
The structural imbalances in the global market also should be of concern because we cannot 
easily separate economic from extra-economic considerations when it comes to media, music or 
any other cultural industry or product.  We know that systemic weaknesses and biases have 
prevented many of our local companies in the music sector from being competitive.  Companies 
like Ice Records and Ice Music which for over twenty years nurtured new artists and invested in 
promoting Caribbean music to international markets are economically challenged as they face 
formidable obstacles to selling music globally because of the dominance of the distribution 
channels by the majors. In the domestic market these companies face rampant piracy, lack of 
access to media platforms and an absence of creative investment support from governments and 
the private banking institutions. The same is true for the new independents in film and video. 
 
A brief reference to the Caribbean audio-visual sector survey  – Addressing development and 
trade issues in the broadcast and cable sectors requires more than just personal impressions or 
philosophical ideas about government regulation or deregulation. Detailed information on current 
realities in specific media markets and in-depth and far-ranging economic and market structure 
surveys to look at consumer consumption habits, media ownership rules and the future of the 
broadcast sector are needed. CARICOM should facilitate the establishment of a Media 
Ownership Task Force to study the many ramifications of this sector within the new ICT 
environment. It should be given resources it needs to conduct studies that must be both very 
broad and deep. It should consider holding public consultations around the region to better gauge 
the reality of particular media markets.  It needs to include as many stakeholders to take part in 
these proceedings from industry, artists, entertainers, labour, consumers, regulators, policy 
makers and academia.
  
Presently, I’m involved with a UNESCO sponsored survey on the regional audio-visual sector.  
This is being done to try and understand what exists by way of policy and regulation, as 
information on our broadcast/media sectors is fragmented and generally not transparent. The aim 
of this exercise is to provide the basis for a more in-depth study on the state of the audio-visual 
sector with a view to developing a harmonised regional audio-visual policy that is in step with 
development and trade goals.  It is hoped that this report will examine trends in technologies, 
content issues and the state of markets in the audiovisual sector as a whole. It will also have to 
consider the many regulatory challenges these technological innovations will bring with them 
once they enter our market.   
 
Through this preliminary desk research however, I’m seeking to (i) identify what broadcast/media 
policies exist; (ii) gather market data about licenses, commercial rates and the full extent of 
technological innovations that are already or will be part of the regional media landscape; (iii) 
gauge the awareness of media heads about key trade policy and regulatory issues in the global 
and regional environments; (iv) make recommendations about next steps. I’ll be happy to 
circulate the user-friendly survey to interested persons. 
 
Well no discourse on the audio-visual sector would be complete without some discussion about 
the new media environment and more so because this workshop is seeking to examine the impact 
of technology on our creative industries.  While I’m certain that this topic is one that should be 
debated in greater detail, let me just say that for all of it’s promise, it would be a grave error on 
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our part to assume that the panacea for all the problems facing our creative industries will 
be access to and use of the new technologies.  There is no doubt that many technological tools 
some yet unveiled represent a force for change and an opportunity to level the playing field more 
in our own favour.  But the reality is that even in this new ‘virtual’ world, the big guys are flexing 
their technological and financial muscles.  Already they’ve bought up some of the pioneering 
internet companies and acquired rights to control distribution of content. As with the traditional 
media, they’ve invested heavily in the internet, they own or control many distribution portals and 
are able to change the rules by constantly unleashing new technological tools. 
 
We on the other hand are faced with particular challenges that can easily result in us being left at 
the back of the bus unless we put our house in order.  The harsh reality with which we must 
contend is that the ‘new’ technologies still have not reached people in this region. We are a long 
way off from the goal of universal, multiple access to internet resources and large segments of 
our populations need to be taught how to use them.  I read somewhere that 96% of internet host 
computers are in the highest income nations and they account for just 16% of the world’s 
population.  
 
But again, I’m sure these will be articulated by many of you from across the spectrum (no pun 
intended) as we recognise that ICT’s are a means to an end and not the end in itself as is being 
touted by many of our peers.  Digitalisation if used to our advantage can mean a lasting expansion 
of our own audio-visual content   In the long term, as all forms of content become available over 
all infrastructures, we have to prepare ourselves for the convergence of content as well as the 
technical convergence of infrastructures.  If we are to become real knowledge based societies and 
be competitive in international trade, we will have to take account of the likely impact of these 
technological developments and build up a whole set of core competencies, resources and 
expertise to give ourselves a fighting chance of success. Further our creative industries will 
require industrial policies to ensure that our domestic markets guarantee access to levels of local 
content to generate trade and economic activity and thus create a platform for becoming more 
competitive in the global market place.  In this regard, media is pivotal. 
 
Finally some comments on the Audio-visual sector and trade – Although there is recognition 
of the growing economic importance of the audio-visual sector, existing commitments on audio-
visual services in the GATS are very limited. However there is no doubt that the GATS on 
audiovisual services, TRIPS on intellectual property, Draft Convention on Cultural Diversity and 
WIPO Internet Treaties will all have a bearing on our creative industries.  
 
For the past few years, New Media 2000 has been active on the lobbying, advocacy and 
educational fronts.  I implore you now to become more involved in this process with the CRNM, 
CARICOM and others to ensure that trade liberalisation and the consequent trade 
agreements do not strengthen many of the existing imbalances. 
 
In closing, I’d like to share with you a sampling of recommendations proposed by New Media 
2000 at various regional and extra-regional meetings and consultations on cultural industries, 
media, entertainment and ICT’s over the past few years: 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS:  
 

 Ensure that audio-visual policy form an integral part of the new legislative and regulatory 
regional ICT framework being developed presently to include but not limited to: 

 
(a) Content regulations and incentives. 
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(b) Incentive projects aimed at concurrently upgrading skills, stimulating production, 
developing distribution and promotion capacity (ref.: EU model Media 1, Media 
2 and Media Plus)  

      ©  Urgent identification of niches to develop. Who owns the region's pre     
and post independence visual/moving images? Regional governments and private 
industry need to invest in 'buying' back our rich intellectual property to be 
exploited for our own competitive advantage (the Government of Barbados 
repatriated their images from the U.K.) 
 

 Within CARICOM, ensure that low cost, high-speed, broad band networks are in place to 
facilitate the development of the Caribbean entertainment sector 

 
 Ensure that ICT’s and telecom technology be used to uplink Caribbean video, film, 

music, dance and cultural products as a means of breaking telecolonial dependence and 
restraints 

 
 Develop sustainable capacity to apply ICT’s to create competitive advantage across 

sectors 
 

 Recognise that the broadcasting and media sectors are pivotal to the successful 
exploitation of our Intellectual Property (creative industries)  

 
 Recognise that our copyright industries including the audio-visual sector are significant 

contributors to the economic growth of the region 
 

 Establish/recognise a taskforce of professionals in the entertainment/culture 
sector and regional radio, television and web broadcasters representatives to advise on the 
Caribbean entertainment industry 

 
 Establish a framework within CARICOM and other Regional institutions to promote the 

enabling environment for regional co-operation and Action plan for e-commerce 
 

 Within CARICOM, take steps to ensure that the creative industries 
(media, music, entertainment) are placed immediately on the region's trade agenda.  In 
this regard, the role of Cultural Officer in the Secretariat needs to be redefined and 
expanded to reflect expertise that is familiar with international policy and knowledgeable 
about the business of creative industries (the entertainment business)   

 
 Upgrade the technical resources and human capital to improve delivery of entertainment 

goods and services and modernise the legislative framework for protection of the region's 
IP and enforcement of copyrights 

 
 Promote in the short term financiers' awareness, both public and private, that Intellectual 

Property is real capital 
 

 Establish an entertainment and technology venture capital investment fund with fiscal 
incentives of the sector. This includes the need for e-commerce settlement systems in the 
regional banking systems 

 
 Provide a basket of support mechanisms and services for existing indigenous companies 

in ICT and entertainment (Fiscal, technical, financial, marketing, etc.) 
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 Develop and implement a programme to foster active participation in ICT clusters, 

involving all stakeholders (Govt. Pvt., NGOs) 
 

 Develop a regional presence on the Internet by linking national sites with e-commerce 
capabilities and high cultural content from the Caribbean, exposing the pool of regional 
music etc to a hyper-linked site to enable the region to develop export products and 
services leading to new business and job creation 

 
 
Thanks for your attention.  I look forward to a spirited debate about these and other issues of 
importance to our cultural survival as well as your support in advancing the agenda of our 
regional creative industries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
 
Josanne Leonard 
© New Media 2000 Ltd. 
October 27, 2004 
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